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Instructions
This is an assessment of how well you understand what you read. The practice questions below
help you to understand different sorts of reading questions. When you have finished the practice
questions please turn the page and begin the assessment. You may need to wait for your tutor
to tell you when to begin.

You need to choose the answer you think is best for each question. It is a good idea to read
parts of the text again before choosing each answer.

Answer every question, even if you are not quite sure of the answer. If you change your mind
about an answer, rub out the answer you chose and shade in your new answer. The questions
are likely to get harder as you go through the book.

There is no time limit for the assessment. You will be given about 15 questions to answer.
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Practice Unit
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1 What is in the picture?

A m a car
B m a boat
C m a house
D m a caravan

2 When was the car made?
Underline the year in the text.

3 According to the text, are the following statements correct?
Circle True or False for each statement.

A There are 2 doors. True False
B The price is $4000. True False

4 Who is selling the car?
Circle the name of the company.
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END OF PRACTICE QUESTIONS
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BLANK PAGEBLANK PAGE
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Reduce water usage
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1 Why are the steps in this text called “small steps"?

A m One step alone will not save any water.
B m The steps are easy for most people to do.
C m The steps must be followed exactly in order.

2 Why is it helpful to place a brick in your toilet cistern?

A m It will stop the cistern leaking.
B m The cistern will hold less water.
C m The toilet won’t need to be flushed as often.
D m It will improve the toilet’s flushing capacity.

3 “Consider taking a shower instead of a bath.”
What kind of advice is this?

A m an order
B m a criticism
C m a restriction
D m a suggestion

4 “appliance rating systems pages”
What would this website link give information about?

A m tap washers
B m toilet cisterns
C m washing machines
D m low flow shower heads
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Ethnic forum
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5 What is the purpose of the forum on Saturday?

A m to ask ratepayers’ views
B m to share cultural experiences
C m to choose a new Council member
D m to explore local places of interest

6 What does “cnr” (line 4) mean?

A m centre
B m corner
C m car park
D m crescent

7 “The Mangaone Ethnic Forum … invites you to a forum...”
What are the two different meanings of “forum” in this sentence?
Circle Yes or No for each word.

A a school Yes No
B a meeting Yes No
C a company Yes No
D an organisation Yes No

8 What does “explore” (line 7) mean in this text?

A m look up
B m search for
C m talk about
D m travel around

9 Where does Tamara Webber work?

A m Migrant Services
B m Mangaone Ethnic Forum
C m Maungaiti Primary School
D m Mangaone District Council
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Free-range eggs
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10 This text is a blog from a newspaper website. A blog is a news and opinion page found
on the internet.
In this blog, which writer expresses opinions without including relevant facts or
personal experience?

A m Jemima
B m Clucky
C m Foghorn
D m Bill

11 Why does Jemima tell Trevor, "Try it and see"?

A m She is sure Trevor will prefer free-range eggs.
B m She doesn't know the answer to Trevor's question.
C m She doesn't like telling other people what to think.
D m She is afraid that Trevor might prefer ordinary eggs.

12 Which writers make the point that people are more important than chickens?

A m Foghorn and Bill
B m Trevor and Jemima
C m Jemima and Clucky
D m Clucky and Foghorn

13 Which of the following statements would both Foghorn and Bill agree with?

A m Labels on eggs can be misleading.
B m The source of eggs is not important.
C m Local eggs are better value than others.
D m The price of eggs is an indication of their quality.

14 Why does Trevor say, “Maybe battery hens aren’t the only things that need their beaks
snipped!”?

A m He doesn't believe that snipping beaks is cruel.
B m He thinks some blog writers are unkind to each other.
C m He thinks people should realise that beak snipping is painful.
D m He thinks other kinds of poultry should be snipped like hens.
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Fairness at work
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15 This text was adapted from the Human Rights Commission (HRC) website.
According to the text, what were the HRC team mainly asking people about?

A m open-mindedness
B m regional differences
C m employment conditions
D m the National Conversation

16 The text refers to differences and similarities between Wellington and the West Coast.
Which of the following summarises these differences and similarities?

A m similar regions, different general issues, similar detailed issues
B m different regions, similar general issues, different detailed issues
C m different regions, similar general issues, similar detailed issues
D m similar regions, different general issues, different detailed issues

17 According to the text, what aspect of childcare are people on the West Coast unhappy
with?

A m Childcare is too expensive.
B m Childcare is not suited to shift workers.
C m Childcare centres are smaller than in cities.
D m Childcare centres are not conveniently located.

18 According to the text, what is the main reason why people in Wellington work long
hours?

A m People live close to their workplace.
B m People are expected to work very hard.
C m There is concern about unemployment.
D m There are many women in the workforce.



END OF ASSESSMENT


